SUBMISSION: (all mentioned attachments may be forwarded upon request)

1. My name is Dr. Narelle Dawson-Wells. I am an Australian born in 1951. Across 20082009 I was the Deputy Director of Crime and Public Policy within the R&P Unit of the Qld
Crime and Misconduct Commission (CMC- now re-named the CCC).
2. My qualifications and senior positions held include;
Ph.D. (Massey University NZ) M.Soc.Sc (First Hons.) B.Ed. Post Graduate Dip. Psych. (Clinical)
Dip. Education; Dip. Teaching; Diploma of Theology; Diploma of Early Childhood Education
and Care; Cert 111 in Early Childhood Education and Care;
Cognitive Behavioural Therapist (Waikato University NZ) & Rational Emotive Behaviour
Therapist (Victoria University Wellington NZ)
Currently Registered (2022) Clinical Psychologist (not practicing at this time)
Former Registered Primary School Teacher No. 858442 (Australia) and in NZ.
ACC Accredited Sexual Abuse Counsellor (NZ)
Diagnostic and Treatment Assessor (Accident Compensation Commission Reg. NZ).
Police Victim Support Accredited (NZ).
Former - Deputy Director- (Research and Prevention)-Crime and Public Policy, Crime and
Misconduct Commission –Australia
Former National Manager Advocacy and Research-Abused Child Trust-Australia
Former National Professional Consultant, Special Education Services, NZ
Former Chairperson-World Children’s Issues Committee-sponsored by the United Nations
Former Secretary-World 2009 NGO Conference-sponsored by the United Nations
Winner- Australasia Best Writer Award in the area of Social Justice (ARPAA).

3. Copied within this document is the
103) to Officer

Lawyers letter of 6 October 2017 (pages 61-

, who works in the Ethical Standards Command (ESC) of the Qld

Police Service (QPS). It contains critical CCC related evidence of corruption and ‘some’ of the
crimes committed by Police Officer
This legal letter is submitted to show the
failure by the CCC to honour the Crime and Corruption Act 2001 including s49. The CCC

refused to investigate
under the ‘devolution’ process instead referring
back
to be investigated by the QPS/ESC which is the very unit in which Officer
works.
Caesar investigating Caesar never works. The culture of protecting the backs of your
colleagues is entrenched within the QPS and is clearly indicated by the almost zero
number of substantiations of complaints about Police, coming out of the ESC.
4. However, later evidence revealed that the CCC ‘did’ investigate
and refused to
charge her, despite charging Police Officers
and
for
alleged crimes and offences which paled in comparison to the known and ‘admitted’
crimes and offences of Officer
Despite multiple RTI requests the Police
and CCC have refused to disclose to me the ‘outcome reports’ of both the CCC and QPS
investigations into Police Officer
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A brief related history to relevant issues highlighted in this submission.

5. In 2009 I reported to Police that I was sexually assaulted by my boss,
, in the
boardroom and car park.
had offered me a $40 million operating budget to
set up a Treatment and Research Centre for suicidal and highly sensitive youth at
newly established
6. After working for around 40 years in child protection and suicide prevention, this was
my dream job so I resigned from my CCC role as Deputy Director. For background
evidence of my work see Dr. Dawson-Wells Endorsements and my CV docs.
7. The
was ‘not’ entitled to receive deductible gifts but for years
claimed
donations on line and in person for this ‘Research Centre’ that never existed. The CCC
failed to address this fraud plus other serious crimes and offences.
8. I was the ‘only’ employee at
9. 7 days into the job and following a Board meeting in one of

many hotel Boardrooms, I

experienced the most frightening trauma of my life.

10. Within ‘3 hours’ of emailing the Board and informing them what
had done to me,
one of
many lawyers,
, emailed me a ‘termination’ letter suggesting
that I had misrepresented my qualifications…. Therefore my employment contract was
terminated. Of course I had not misrepresented my qualifications or previous work
experiences.
11. I was constructively dismissed by
and
lawyer, because I had dared to report my
multimillionaire, well connected boss for sexual assault.
12.

then used
‘secret connections’ within the CCC which were not to come to light
for many many years.

13. The CCC did however document for
that my CV and qualifications were valid after
made an RTI application to them. My termination breached the very
Constitution
that lawyer
had written.
also was a Director of the
and one of
best mates. Conflict of interest issues and breaches of criminal and human
rights law, abound in this case.
14. In 2010 mega millionaire
was charged with sexually assaulting me 7 days
into my new job in the workplace boardroom and in a car park.

15. My WorkCover (WC) claim for sexual assault and harassment in the workplace was successful
and WC gave me the maximum payout. This is rare, but the evidence spoke for itself.
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16.

lawyer
offered me $830,000-00 to stop litigation; I refused that offer which
was made to me several times from various law firms.

17.

wrote in the 29.9.2010 ‘Settlement ‘offer (which I refused) that my claim to
WorkCover was “VALID”.

18. In 2010 I married former Qld Attorney-General
who helped to introduce the
reforms outlined in Tony Fitzgerald’s 1989 Report which was written against a backdrop
of Police corruption in Qld.
19.

has always believed that the actions taken against me by Police Officer
, several years after I reported the workplace sexual assault by mega millionaire
, were grounded in a ‘deep dislike’ for
by many Qld Police after he
aided in the implementation of the Fitzgerald Reforms. ‘Pay back’ in other words.
Multiple barristers, solicitors and legal academics have stated that there is no precedent
in case law for the Police/CCC actions taken against me.

20. Law Professor
has stated to the ABC that the actions taken against me
are responsible for many sexually assaulted victims refusing to report
https://youtu.be/31gKk0FtR0s
https://ab.co/3iOQWy2
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-06-17/former-crime-agency-official-sexual-assaultcase/100013962?utm source=abc news web&utm medium=content shared&utm campaign=abc news web

21. I believe that there is robust evidence to support the view that Officer

is simply a corrupt
Police Officer who meets the CCC Act 2001 definition of corruption and misconduct (supported
in a letter from CCC lawyer
-copied later in this doc.).

22. Officer

‘benefitted’ from doing the bidding of
who asked
to take on the perjury case against me. Officer
lawyer,
who works for

23.

is a close friend of
and is also a QPS lawyer.

who has already appeared before the CCC in relation to
appalling conduct in the
case, chose
from the Child Sexual Assault
Unit to run a ‘perjury’ case against me. A Police email confirms it is not the task of the CSAU to
investigate perjury! (The CSAU is a unit never before tasked with running a perjury case).

24. DPP Prosecutor

who worked with Officer
, noted in several documents
to the DPP and Police that the perjury case against me “was not a case of perjury of false
complaint of sexual assault”. So at all times the DPP, the Police and the CCC knew that I was a
victim of sexual assault.

25. The 9.6.2015 final indictment against me was based on ‘ONE’ sexual particular, that I allegedly
lied about having a sexual relationship with
on 15 August 2009. It was only after
years of litigation where I initiated multiple 590AA hearings and RTI applications to force Officer
and the CCC to disclose information, and only after the DPP realised the multiple crimes
and offences committed by Officer
and
that on 20 June 2017 the court
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60. The CCC also was requested to investigate

(who followed his mate
to work for the
) when 9 days after my name was cleared by the court and the
DPP,
breached the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 1978 by uploading onto the
World Wide Web, for all to read, the most filthy and false words of mega millionaire
relating to recently invented sexual acts with me.

61. The CCC knew that when
mate

deliberately breached the Sexual Offences Act, that
had already written the following words to the
about

62. On 23 May 2017, after DPP prosecutor
schedule had previously prevented
to

finally admitted that
from reading the evidence against

hectic
wrote

the following;

-I have signed letters where
makes threats.
[seen as] a manipulative
who seeks to destroy people who cross
lies have changed my view

makes contradictory statements about
which presumed
would never come to light.
has substantially adversely affected
credit
-It would go to the heart of her case that was a
intent on abusing her then
doing anything to get back at her when she complained.
lie to WorkCover [about the evening of the reported sexual assault] significantly
damages
credit, not just because of the sex toy [involved in the assault] but lies about
his sexual behaviour with
So what else has lied about?
-There is a plethora of material to discredit
wrote back to
on 26 May 2017 at 2.03pm addressing the fact that
lied about his whereabouts on the evening of the reported 13 October 2009 sexual
assault of Dr Narelle Dawson-Wells;
“The issue of the meeting on 13 October 2009 is far more troubling and on any view the totality of
the evidence, evidences a willingness on
part to tailor evidence as it suits
”.
On 2 June 2017
wrote to lawyer
would be dropping the case against Dr Dawson-Wells.

63.

and to the court stating that
declared a
conflict of interest.

wrote an email noting that he might be breaching the Sexual Offences Act, so this
was not a ‘mistake’. The filthy false words of
about revolting sexual acts with me
which never occurred stayed on the WWW for three and a half years until once again I had to
intervene to ensure my human rights were honoured.

64. Although the CCC failed in their duty under s49, the
complaint (see
to the Qld A-G.
pleased that
litigation in 2022.

forwarded my
remains unaccountable’ doc) about
new boss
wrote to me noting that was
had been referred to the authorities. Both
and
will face civil
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72. S49 requirement to send a report to the A-G outlining all evidence to support the
charge seems to have been ignored, as was all evidence available to support the
defence. –The 3 CCC Officer’s statements and their inherent bias, the money trail
between
and
,
association with
and
were ignored as the CCC showed no reasonable steps to further
investigate the matter and provide helpful information to the defence.

73. I initiated several court hearings to try to force the prosecution to identify what fact they

would say would establish their claim that I was lying when I said I had never been in a
romantic or sexual relationship with
The court ordered the DPP to provide better
particulars. DPP prosecutor
wrote that while a sexual relationship had
been alleged, the allegation was “devoid of the detail”. Instead of dropping the case sent
off to get another statement from
to fit
agenda.

74. We need a law that makes it impossible for corrupt Police to go searching for evidence to meet
their own malicious agendas, when their only witness controverts the malicious charge.

75. The CCC sent out different messages. While
investigate Officer
investigating matters

the CCC

was writing that the CCC would not
was writing letters that was indeed
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93. I question the training

has had in the area of anti-corruption and ethics.

94. To this day
refuses to provide me with the information that allowed
the ‘sufficiency of evidence’ test with the Crime Evaluation Committee.

to pass

95. This breach is further misuse of information.
96. The DPP Director’s Guidelines which focus on ‘public interest’ and decisions around
whether a police officer should pursue a charge, seem to have been totally lost on this
current serving officer.
97.

conduct flouted any belief that the public might hold that the QPS is victim
centric.

98. The way the ESC dealt with their colleague
kept
disciplinary ‘CHAT’ with a
senior colleague confidential. There is no information for victims of police corruption
when only disciplinary measures are taken.
99.

refused to be involved in a ‘record of interview’ when
Officer
(
ESC colleague) investigation of

was participating in

100.
What does that say when a police officer refuses to be interviewed by police but
expects
victims to be interviewed?
101.
Just as the QPS refused to charge Officer
until there was a public
outcry, I expect that the QPS will refuse to charge
until there is a public outcry. It
should not be up to victims of police corruption to have to fight for years, at great cost
to themselves, to make these unethical perverse police officers legally accountable.
102.
It is useful to note that when an officer is found to be corrupt or guilty of one
misconduct episode (such as misuse of information), just waiting to be found will be
other events of more serious corruption or misconduct. Their influence on officers, who
come under their control, exposes a very serious issue for the QPS.
103.
Failure to make officers criminally accountable for their crimes and offences
exponentially increases the chances that they will repeat such conduct.
104.
Once officers have been rewarded for their crimes and offences (i.e., they have not
been punished so their criminal acts are minimised), there is a much greater chance that
the criminal behaviour or offence, will increase and worsen across time, settings, and
situations.
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105.
Failure to inform the victims of police corruption on the outcome of the officers’
investigation and/or the measures taken in the disciplinary procedures, again enables
corruption to prosper and ultimately will produce a revival of the pre-Fitzgerald era.
106.
When the CCC and the QPS work so closely together, the public is frequently
concerned about the CCC’s ability to be an ‘independent’ investigator of police
corruption.
107.
Silence and secrecy around disciplinary measures taken against Police Officers
involved in misconduct and corruption breeds distrust and erodes respect for an agency
that depends on those two constructs to keep the public safe.
108.

I raise concern now about further misuse of information related to Police Officer
and the CCC failing to investigate a dangerous Officer who was only
charged after multiple women came together to take legal action.

109.
While I was in a courtroom area on 30 January 2019 where it is illegal to
photograph or record people,
was sitting beside another police officer
who has attended several court hearings with
I do not know
name.
110.
As I sat opposite them there were smirks and stares that made me and the other
woman sitting beside me feel very uncomfortable. I became aware that we were being
filmed by
on
phone.
111.

I wrote to the CCC about my concerns.

112.
The CCC referred the matter back to the QPS to investigate via their devolution
process.

113.
Officer
complaint against

and Officer
finally took carriage of my
and the courthouse filming allegation.

114.
It appears that neither officer bothered to check the information on
phone as
phone. In fact the QPS wrote to me to say they did not seize Officer
there was not enough evidence to require such action. See my letter to the CCC re.
Police Officer
copied below after a death threat was made to a journalist.
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police officer. He laughed to police colleagues later that it was no big deal as the root canal work
only cost around $800.00.
Police Officer
on multiple occasions beat men while they were handcuffed.
member of the QPS who is allowed to give talks to other officers.

is still a

I could go on and on about violent police officers being reinforced for their brutality and crimes.
Each of you receives your salary from taxpayers who expect you to do what the Acts under which
you operate demand of you.
Each of you has families.
What would you do if

could be your daughter, your sister or a female relative.
did to your loved one what he did to

?

What would you do if you were journalist
What are you going to do with an officer who is tasked with protecting women yet thinks it funny to
talk about women ‘not wanting to take it up the arse” ?
What are you going to do about a death threat to a journalist?
For years police have known in Qld that crime, threats and intimidation can go unrecognised and
unpunished.
What will be the final straw that will make 3 good men move on police corruption in this state?
Will it be the death of a journalist?
Will it be the death of an outspoken advocate for justice who will not be silenced?
Will you stay quiet on this issue and let corruption and intimidations prosper?
Will you uphold the standards of human rights so your children and grandchildren will be safe in Qld,
or will you walk past this issue, just accept it and reinforce police corruption?
There are so many police officers who need to be admired, respected and honoured. I ask that you
take a stand against those officers who are corrupt to the core. Please use your powers to protect
and
and do it with the discretion that will protect them.

Dr Narelle Dawson-Wells
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